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"Guest In The House" Opens
Two-Day Run Tomorrow
Echelberger And Gail To Play Leads;
Tickets May Be Obtained In Well Today
Shocking suspense will be the keynote of "Guest in the
House," the three-act thriller which will go on the University
stage tomorrow night and Friday night at 8:16. Reserved
seat tickets may be obtained in the check room on the first
floor of the Administration Building upon presentation of
activity cards.
Jo Lee Echelberger, senior from
The rest of an unusually experAshland, will have the leading role ienced cast, in order of appearance
of Evelyn Heath, the guest, in includes:
"Guest in the House." The role Ann Proctor .... Mary Jane Lloyd
_..
Joanne Jones
of Evelyn Heath is similar in its Lee Proctor
_ . Marilyn Hagg
ability to generate sheer terror to Hilda
Fletcher Shoup
the part of Victoria Van Bret Rev. Dr. Shaw
lone Silliman
which Miss Echelbe.-ger played in Aunt Martha
Eulalah Moellman
"Double Door" a year ago. In Miriam Blake
Richard Gail
contrast to the aged Victoria, Eve- Dan Proctor
_
Don Oehmler
lyn is young and pretty. The plots John
of the two plays differ greatly, too. Evelyn Heath Jo Lee Echelberger
Richard House
"Guest in the House" is more ex- Frank Dow
Mrs. Dow
Margaret Thompson
pertly written, contains a more
Margaret Hiltz
subtle and restrained horror, and Mies Rhodes
Cam Tracy
Pete Popovitch
is lightened by humor that someProf. Elden T. Smith, acting
times
barely
escaped
Censor
chairman of the speech department
Smith's shears.
and director of the University
Players, stated that the show will
contain many elaborate sound efects. The setting is also quite complicated, for the action takes place
on three floor levels.
A popular Broadway success of
last year, "Guest in the House"
will be the third production of the
University Players this school
year. Hagar Wilde and Dale Eunson wrote the play which, quoting
the "New York Sun," "ranges
Kiwanians at their lunch- from something amusingly close to
eon meeting Thursday noon farce to shrill tragedy that flays
the nerves."
observed
18
Ridge Street
A neurotic, unbalanced girl is the
School pupils taking a music centra] interest of "Guest in the
House." Into the pleasant counlesson give*n by Betty Hamler,
try home of the Proctors comes a
practice teacher and Universweet-faced girl suffering from a
sity junior from Carey.
heart ailment. The complex mind
of
Evelyn, the guest, is exposed in
The group of fifth and sixth
three acts of horror and suspense,
graders from the combination
shrewdly lightened by comedy.
elan taught by Miss Lena Irene
She causes commercial artist ProcMills started the program with
"God Save the King" and con- tor's model to desert, she sends the
servants away in a boiling rage,
cluded it with the "Star Spangled
she causes a rift between Mr. and
Banner."
Mrs. Proctor. When the family
During the lesson period the
determines to send her away, she
pupils answered questions asked
tears her dress and runs to the
by Mist Hamler, did some blacklocal minister with a shameful
board work, and sang various story involving Mr. Proctor. How
scales, waltzes, and lullabies.
Evelyn is finally disposed of is part
Prof. M. C. McEwen, chairman of the story beat kept secret.
of the University Music Department and Kiwanis song leader, introduced Miss Hamler and Miss
Mills.
"So far as I know, this is the
first time our club has had a musical program by grade school
pupils," Professor McEwen commented.

Betty Hamler
Demonstrates
Music Lessons
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Alpha Tau Omega Accepts Delhis;
Installation To Be Saturday, April 10
Men Not In
Reserves To
Meet Bunn
There will be a meeting of
all men who are not in any
Reserve program in Room
303A tomorrow at 3:30 p.m.,
Registrar John W. Bunn announced today.
The purpose of this meeting will
be to inform men not in any Reserve, about the Navy V-12 program and the new Army A-12
program.
Qualifying tests for
men interested in these two new
programs will be given April 2.
The same tests will be given
for V-12 and A-12.
The same
general qualifications for eligibility to take the tests have been
set up by the Navy and the Army,
except that those taking the Navy
test "must have attained their
17th but not their 20th birthdays
by July 1, 1943," and those taking
the Army test "must have attained r<l their 17th but not their 22nd
birthdays by July 1, 1943."
All pre-med and pre-engineering students in particular, not in
any Reserve program should attend this meeting.

-w««.».-._
—
W.S.G.A.Head —

Merletta Kmhricr senior from
Liberty Center, h«« been elevated
from 6rst vice president to president of the Woman's Self Government Association. She is a pledge
to Alpha Xi Delta National
Sorority and a member of the
Student Council. She is majoring in Physical Education.

Original Song Climaxes
Skol Assembly Program

"When the Moon is Low," an original musical composition by Olga Sonkoly, freshman from Elyria, was presented
Friday morning as the climax of the assembly program given
by Skol sorority.
Miss Sonkoly played the piano accompaniment for her
sorority sisters, who were dressed in formal evening clothes.
Piano music by Miss Sonkoly Kaull, Peggy Shetler, and Joan
and dancing by Barbara Burridgc, Fulton in the "Umbrella Dance,"
sophomore form Lake Blufi*, 111., Thelma Black as janitor, Martha
highlighted the second scene of
DcWeese, Joan Norsworthy, Al"Skol Scandals of '43," an origin- berta Riley, Elizabeth McClain,
al show.
%
Martha Jordan, and Jeanne BaumTho first scene was the so-called gartner in the Sextet, and Barilress rehearsal for the grand finale bara Burridge as the ballerina.
Business Manager E. J.
Bette Root
lone Geisel was director; PatriKreischer today warned stu- of the last half.
freshman from Berea, had the role
TODAY
dents and faculty members of the play director and Murgaret cia Howell, in charge of costumes;
Olga Sonkoly, music; Barbara
against leaving mail in the Lowrie, freshman from Bowling
Key Meeting . . . The entire
Burridge, choreography;
Betty
staff of the 1943 Key will meet
box on the main floor of the Green, the part of Mr. Kingsley, Neeb, programs, and Adelaide
Broadway
talent
scout.
in the Key office Wednesday eveHarger, sets.
Administration Building.
Also in the cast were: Jeanne
ning at 7:15. This meeting will
At the outset of the program
He
said
the
box
is
opened
only
Powell and Mary Helen Jaynes as Max Ihrig, retiring chairman of
concern a very important matter.
once
a
day—at
8:30
a.m.—and
Maisie
and
Daisie,
Beryl
StevenEveryone nut be there.
that it is not large enough for son as Moronica Fake, Barbara the student-faculty War Council,
News Staff Members ... Get
presented to Don Cunningham,
long envelopes.
Tanner and Marjorle Bussdicker as
your assignments from the bulleWhen afternoon mail pickup cameramen, Rita Fender as make- president of Student Council, the
tin board in the office.
was discontinued recently, a sign up man, Janet Carino as tap University service flag made by
on the box requested that im- dancer, Olga Sonkoly as pianist, the Skols.
THURSDAY
portant mail be left inside the Jo Ann Simmons as assistant diYMCA . . . Important cabinet
business office for the late after- rector, Eva Marie Saint as Cora
meeting at 9 p.m. in Room 203 of
noon pickup.
Cornell, Genevieve Fett, Adelaide
the Practical Arts Building.
"Also immediately all mail Harger, and Ruth Washburn as
seemed
to
be
important,
and
we
prop men, Ardine Gottfried and
Man Not ia Reserve Programs
had so much we had to stop that Marilyn Smith as inspectors.
. . . will meet at 3:30 p.m. in
plan. Now most of it just stays
Room 303A.
Mary DeHavan, Barbara BurCounty meetings of Bowlthere overnight," Mr. Kreischer ridge, lone Geisel, and Joy Imbody
ing
Green alumni this spring
FRIDAY
remarked.
in "Little Nelle," Mildred Ogan as
He adviseu leaving mail in the Madame Barloff, Betty Neeb, will follow the "local option"
Broadcast . . . Third and final
box in front of Williams Hall. Janet Carino, Nancy Crump, Mary plan recommended by a poll
student dramatization on "What
It is opened twice a day.
DeHavan, lone Geisel, Georgianna of county chairmen.
Would You Do?" from campus
studios over station WFIN at
Though the general committee
Findlay at 6:39 p.m. Jean Miller
will not arrange the programs, it
of Barberton is the director.
will help provide speakers when
requested to do so.
SATURDAY
A letter from Mrs. Melva
Broadcast . . . Mrs. Bertha
Rockwood, Alumni Association
Houston, member of the General
The art department soon will have an open house to ac- secretary, also called the attenAssembly from Henry County,
.•„♦ «,<,
quaint
the rnihlC
public ™rh
with t.tw>
the 17R
175 oritrinal
original art
art objects
objects obtained M of county chairmen to the
will be guest of State Senator
University broadcast of interest
from the WPA Allocation Unit in Chicago.
Fred L. Adams ov-r WFIN at 6
to alumni at 5:30 p.m. Friday,
Miss
Grace
Wills,
chairman
of
the
art
department,
sep.m.
April 2, over station WFIN at
lected the objects from the thousand sent from throughout Findlay.
SUNDAY
the nation to Chicago as a result of the dissolution of WPA
"We can carry on by holding
projects.
Westminster ... All Students
graphic illustrations of processes our organization together, by inBowling Green waa the first Ohio involved in making a plaster cast creasing our membership, and by
are invited to a complimentary
university to make its selection. will be hung in the sculpture and supporting our Alumni Magazine,"
supper at the Presbyterian church
Only state-supported colleges may crafts room.
Mrs. Rockwood wrote.
at 5:30 p.m., at which time Dr.
acquire parts of the government
Frederick H. Olert, pastor of the
collection.
First Presbyterian Church of DeMany of the pictures are framed Changes Made In
troit, Michigan, will speak.
and will be- hung permanently in _ _, S.,^—j___t_
Wesler FosmrUtUm ... Dr. Histhe room* of the art department D. V*. DrOaaCOSlS
song will conduct University class
on the second floor of the Men's
A change In the Bowling Green
at 9:30 a.m.
Rev. Russell J.
Findlay College men and women
Gymnasium. Many other pictures
State University broadcast at 6:30
Humbert, of Toledo, will address
are untrained but will be mounted this
were here Tuesday evening for
afternoon
from
campus
the group at 6:30 p.m.
and used as illustrations for classes
"heckling" debates and Kent State
In design, painting, and apprecia- studios over station WFIN at
MONDAY
Findlay was announced today.
University men will come Friday
tion.
Mrs. J. Paul Roller, soprano, evening for formal debates.
The collection includes oil paintBroadcast . . . Interview of Dr.
The Bowling Green debate seaings, water colors, lithographs, will sing two solos and join Prof.
Clyde Hissong, dean of the Colblack and white and color wood Leon Fauley in a duet.
lege of Education by Spencer
son probably will end April 2 and
Anna Mae Thomas, senior from 3 with the province'convention of
Canary, editor of the Bowling cats, (ilk screen painting, etchings,
photographs, posters, wood sculp- Sandusky, previously scheduled for
Green Sentinel-Tribune, on "la It
Wednesday, will sing the next Pi Kappa Delta, national forensic
Patriotic To Teach!" over WFIN ture, and ceramics.
fraternity, at Heidelberg College.
A series of 25 framed photo- week.
at 5:30 p.m.

— Day By Day —
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Students Must
Learn Postal
Changes

County Meetings Of
B. G. Alumni To
Follow 'Option' Plan

Art Department Exhibits
Originial WPA Collection

Kent Debaters Meet
B.G. Here Friday

0fficers Notified

Lad Week5
Chapter To Be A.T.0.'s 96th
Delhi fraternity will become the 96th chapter of Alpha
Tau Omega and the second national men's group on the campus.
Officers were notified last week end, immediately after
the opening of chapter ballots at fraternity headquarters in
Champaign, 111.
Individual initiations will be be- owned by Mr. and Mrs. John Berfore and after installation Saturry, house father and mother. One
of their sons is Bill Berry, who
day, April 10.
April 17 will mark the 60th an- has been publicized throughout the
niversary of Alpha Xi Delta so- world for his piloting of British
rority and the installation of Five bombers on raids over Germany.
Fraternity officers arc: Gailord
Sister sorority here as its golden
jubilee chapter and the first na- Braithwaite, president; Tom Bowtional sorority on the campus. Pi lus, vice president; Ralph Klein,
Kappa Alpha fraternity, first and secretary, and Howard Katterheinonly national social group on the rich, treasurer.
Delhis have 30 active and 246
campus, took over Commoners'
alumni members in addition to 17
fraternity last June.
The Delhis have been working pledges. Twenty-five live at the
fo more than two years to go into house.
Actives are:
Alpha Tau Omega.
Seniors—Edward Baylcss, FindThe High Council of the fraternity approved the petition unani- lay; Louis Biery, Bryan; Gailord
Braithwaite,
Lakeside;
Dwight
mously last fall after the seven
Ralph
Ohio chapters of ATO had voted Cross, Bowling Green;
favorably and national officers had Flack, Amsden; Howard Katterinspected the University and the heinrich, New Knoxville; Dan
Lust, Marion; Ralph Quesinberry,
chapter.
Voting by individual
chapters was unanimous except for Tiffin; Steve Randolph, Barberton;
the Alpha chapter, which always Paul Shepherd, Lima; Jack Spelcasts a negative ballot on expan- man, Cleveland.
Juniors—Robert Bertach, Sansion.
Among those responsible for the dusky; 01 in Fischer, Ottawa Lake,
Mich.; James Gorbey, Chester, Pa.;
ground work on the nationalization
are Dr. Ralph G. Harshman, dean Richard Jurrus, Fostoria; Ralph
of the College of Business Admin- Klein, Cleveland; Don Lockwood,
istration and an ATO from Mount Painesvllle; Dick Lowry, Bclmore;
Clark Munger, Schenectady, N.Y.;
Union, and Registrar John W.
Ward Pollock, Chester, Pa.; WillBunn, an ATO from DePauw Uniiam Sams, Bowling Green; Al
versity, both of the Bowling Green
(Continued on page 2)
faculty, and John J. Joseph of
Cleveland, an Ohio Wesleyan
graduate who is province chief of
ATO and vice prosident in chargo
of public relations of the Ohio
Bell Telephone Co.
The third Bowling Green faculty
member in ATO is Kenneth H.
McFall, new dean of freshmen, who
joined the Mount Union chapter
as an undergraduate.
Other Bowling Green residents
in the fraternity are Ronald
Harold M. Jordan, speech
Waugh,
Carl
Young,
Harold
instructor, has been named
Young, and Virgil English.
Dr. Frank J. Prout, University governor of the Province of
president and a member of Phi
Theta fraternity, hailed the ATO the Lakes of Pi Kappa Delta,
news as "another great step in national honorary forensic
bringing the best nationals to fraternity.
He succeeds Lieut. Upton S.
Bowling Green."
ATO chapters in Ohio are lo- Palmer, who was elected governor
two
years ago but resigned recently
cated at Mount Union, Wittenberg, Ohio Wesleyan, Marietta, when he accepted an Army comOhio State, Cincinnati, and Bald- mission. He was chairman of the
speech
department
win-Wallace. With the exception University
of the American University chap- here.
The Province of the Lakes inter, which was installed a few
weeks ago, the one at Baldwin- cludes 22 chapters in Ohio, MichiWallace is the youngest in the na- gan, Indiana, Pennsylvania, and
West Virginia.
tion.
Each chapter is entitled to enMichigan chapters are at the
University of Michigan, Michigan ter men and women in debate,
State College, Albion, and Hills- oratory, and extemporaneous
dale.
.
, , speaking April 2 and 3 at the province convention at Heidelberg
The Delhi house is the "castle
at 228 East Court Street. It Is College.

Jordan Named
Pi Kappa Delta
District Head

A Hen Bechtel Wins Top Rating
In State Extemp Contest
Allen Bechtel, Bowling Green freshman from North Baltimore, today was considered the best male extemporaneous
speaker among Ohio college students.
He won the state contest for men Saturday at Delaware.
Fifteen were entered.
Bob Morgan, senior from
the same contest. Bechtel discussed accelerated education and Morgan foreign language teaching under the general theme of "Problems of Education in War Time."
By one lone point on the judges'
scoring, Jo Lee Echelberger, Bowling Green senior from Ashland,
lost first place in interpretative
reading. She was second with an
excerpt from the play "Double
Door."
Fletcher Shoup, sophomore from
Bloomdale, was fourth with his
talk on "A World in Transition"
in the Peace Oratorical Contest.
Bowling Green also was represented by June Breitenstine, freshman from Barberton, in women's
oratory; Don Huffman, sophomore
from Findlay, in men's oratory,
and Mildred Geiger, sophomore
from Attica, and Joann Smith,
sophomore from Helena, in extemporaneous speech.
Elden Smith and Harold Jordan,
faculty members in speech, ac-

.
... ,
Bowling Green, was fourth in
companiec: the group to Delaware,
A dozen colleges were represented in the contests.

Norm Huffman To
Leave For Ohio
State Dental School
Norman Huffman, a University
junior, has been accepted by Ohio
State University for the class entering the College of Dentistry,
March 30.
He is the son of Prof, and Mrs.
Wayne S. Huffman and a 1940
graduate of Bowling Green Senior
High School. He has been majoring in chemistry in the College
of Liberal Arts at Bowling Green.
Norman belongs to Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity and has been a
member of the Glee Club, Marching Band, and Concert Band. He
also has been a freshman adviser.
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Student Body Welcomes A.T.O...
This week, on behalf of the entire student
body, the Bee Gee News wishes to be one of
the first to publicly offer its congratulations
to the Delhi fraternity upon the honor recently bestowed on them! Last Tuesday evening
will be one that will long be remembered by
that fraternity, because it was on this evening that they received the long
awaited news—their petition
to the National Social FraterDeOii
nity, Alpha Tau Omega, had
fraUrnity
been accepted.
joint
Little can be added to what
national
has already been said regarding the many benefits derived
from membership in a national
organization. The Delhis are
the third group on our campus to be accepted
by a national fraternal organisation. Their
past record made it possible for them to 'go
national.' They have contributed to the campus life in many respects—they have furnished us with many leaders, both scholastically
and athletically. They have always been high
in scholarship ratings and have, in general,
been a definite asset to our University.
We may shy from the fact, but the Delhi
fraternity is no longer a living organization.
It has served its purpose, and served it well.
Alpha Tau Omega will now take the place
once occupied by the Delhi fraternity and, we
feel sure, will continue the good job that its
predecessor has already begun I
To the members of the Delhi fraternity, we
can only say "Congratulations! And the best
of luck in the future!" May you enjoy many
years of continued success!—DK

Colleges Fill Wartime Needs ..
Following is a digest of an address delivered recently at Haverford College by Paul V.
McNutt, chairman of the war manpower commission:
Until recently it would never have occurred to college students to regard themselves in
terms of manpower.
The term is more frequently associated
with the masses of workers employed by largescale industry than with the
fortunate minority of carefully educated individuals whom
ColUga
the colleges induct into profesmu»t take
sional and managerial life.
initiative
Your government regards
in war time
y0U aa important, whether you
■re leaving college for the military or for other forms of national service, because of the
exceptional training opportunities which you
have had.
The larger educational institutions, with
facilities for housing, feeding and teaching
large numbers are naturally and properly being called upon more largely than others, although by no means exclusively, to accomodate the specialized training units which the
Army and Navy are setting up.
A number of the smaller colleges, because
of special facilities or exceptional standards,
have been selected for particular forms of service lying outside the general Army and Navy
plan. But what about those colleges which are
outside the general Army and Navy plan and
are also overlooked in special training plans?
Is their place in the war effort to be confined
to yielding their students to the draft and restricting their services to the education of the
handful who are under 18, or physically unfit.
In cases where the college is a virile institution, serving its community as well and
alertly administered, I feel sure the answer
to that question will be in the negative. Some
private colleges, like some private business organizations, may have to close their doors for
the duration, reopening afterwards if there is
the effective demand for their services, which
is the acid test of whether or not these services are needed. Such war casualties, however, should be few in number if the colleges
themselves show the initiative which is one
test of the validity of their claim to survival.
Washington is not Berlin and we do not
propose to regiment our colleges to any standardized program of state-directed service.
Washington will not dictate a uniform plan of
action to the colleges. But I can assure you
that both the war manpower commission and
the United States office of education, are keenly interested in all efforts which the colleges,
individually or collectively, make in their own
interests.
In the provision of manpower we do not expect much quantitative help from the small
liberal arts colleges. But we do expect important qualitative assistance, both for the
preservation and improvement of our own way
of life and for the eventual establishment of
a better international order.—ACP
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BLANCHE L.BEAU
The real trouble with youth today it that they were all out the
night before.
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Fin I Fresh i "I hut yoa
got kiclc«d oat of ichool far
calling the dean a nth.''
Second Frosht "I didn't
call him a fiih. I jut aaid
'That'i our daan,' raal fait."
"I've itood about enough," said
the humoriat aa they amputated
hia legs.
Hai "Will you marry ma?"
She: "I will never marry."
He: "That'i what they all
lay but they're itill building
ichool houaei."
Money doem'l alwaya bring
happinena. A man with ten million dollars ia no happier than a
man with nine.
She: "My but thil floor ii
■Upper;."
He: "Slippery nothing I I
jait ihined my ihoei."
If you are ever caught in hot
water, be nonchalant; take a bath.
"My dad takai thiaii apart
to Me why they don't ge."
"So whatT"
"You'd better go."
"Mother is the necessity of invention," said the young maiden
as she climbed in the window at
8 a.m.
Mae Weil uiei powder,
Clark Cable uiei lather)
My girl friend uiei lipitick
At leait that'i what I gather.
"Say, Joe, who waa that lady
I saw you outwit last night?"
Lot! of fellowi have nice
looking girli, but it's the ice
man who get! the pick.
He: "How about a date?
She: "Indeed not!"
"He: "Oh, I didn't mean now.
Some nasty afternoon When nobody else is in town."

•

•

•

•

"I ihall illaitrate what I
have in mind," laid the profelior ai he eraied the board.
PARTING ADVISE:
little water on the comb.

Put

a

More On Delhis . . .
(Continued from page 1)
Schindlcr, Lorain; Woody Silhavy.
Wauseon; John Tablcr, Liberty
Center; Joe Zurlo, Akron, N.Y.
Sophomores—Tom Bowlus, Pembervillc; Dean Foglc, Bawling
Green; Durwood Hnnline, Gibsonburg; Ray Kail, Norwalk; William
Lloyd, North Baltimore,
Pledges are:
Lowell LeVan,
Bellefontaine,
senior; Paul Stark, Adrian, Mich.,
junior, and Dennis Aeschliman,
Wauseon; Harold Bayless, Findlay; Allen Bechtel, North Baltimore; Charles Ball, Pontiac, Mich,;
Ray Davis, Pindlay; Erven Failor,
Perrysburg;
Laurence Hanline,
Gibsonburg; Robert Haas, Mt.
Cory; Leonard Hedtky, Euclid;
Paul Klcebcrgcr, Perrysburg; William Lytle. Fremont; James Maurcr, Fostoria; Ed Stock, Euclid;
Ron Waugh, Bowling Green, -and
Wayne Zahn, Carey, all freshmen.
Counting two predecessor
groups, Delhi is the oldest fraternity at Bowling Green. However,
Fivo Brothers is the oldest in continuous existence.
Delhi history goes back to 1916,
the year after the first classes
were held ai Bowling Green.
Seven students started the Seymore club with the idea that "to
see is to know more." It grew
slowly because it stressed quality
rather than quantity in membership.
Regular meetings were disrupted
by March, 1918, because most
members were in service.
The
club was reorganised in April,
1919, and had its name changed to
the Delhi club in 1921. In 1926
the present name and constitution
were established.
Delhi social events each year include a Homecoming dinner-dance,
Sadie Hawkins all-campus dance,
and formal dinner-dance in the
spring.
Dr. W. E. Steidtmann, associate
professor of biology, and Paul W.
Jones, instructor in journalism,
have been fraternity sponsors the
laat year. The latter belongs to
Phi Gamma Delta national fraternity.
Installation will be Saturday,
April 10.
Founded September 11, 1865, at
Richmond, Vs., Alpha Tau Omega
has 95 chapters and 32,000 members.
Its badge Is in the form of a
Maltese cross, its colors are sky
blue and gold, its flower the white
tern rose, and its pledge button
white and Hold.

in the well
WHOisrr?

The prof who carries a picture of Jean Harlow ia
his brief case . . . Isn't it amasing how those old loves
linger . . . The young Easterner who actually likes
that ring through hia nose ... A certain group of bustling young gentlemen, making plan* for April 10, we
hear . . . Betcha can't guess . . . Another prof who
carries a "spare" tie with him . . . Unfortunately it
started dripping from his hip pocket the other day,
causing a riot in a well known English claw . . .
Pretty bright blue, too . . .
CONGRATULATIONS TO
The Delhis for their acceptance into Alpha Tau
■ Omega and lots of luck in the future . . . Things
are looking up . . . Lt. Budd Stirzaker for his recent
promotion in the Army—it was nice to see him stopping in at the Five house again, huh Betty Lee? . . .
The Skols on their recent very successful assembly
program—would like to have had a color photo of
that last scene, girls . . .
SCENE AROUND THE CAMPUS
Deans Overman and Harshman eyeing that "itage
door johnny" in the form of Will Lytle now that
their new blonde secretary has taken over . . . That
poor little Five Brother pledge still trying to thaw
his fingers out after standing for hours one night
DR. EVA FIESEL
copying the list of service men on the bulletin board
LIMOISTICS PROFESSOR AT
BKYM MAWR COLLEGE. READ
in front of the Court House ... Jo True getting a
5 BOOKS A DAY UP TO TVS
dinner at the Women's Club just because the "old
WVCf HER DEATH,
man" wouldn't take her to a formal the other eveHER LAST 3 BOOKS WHS
ning—and they say it's always the woman who
..J U. OP HAWAII IS THE ONLY UNIV"THE YEARS*—LIFE
pays . . . Norm Huffman biting fingernails and pullERSITY IN THE WORLD NOT LOCATED WITH•DURK WINDOWS"—DEATH
ing hair the other night when the band didn't show
IN 2000 MILES OF ANOTHER UNNERSTTY.'
•TRIUMPH'-RESUWtKTWj,
up on time for the Beta Gamma-Pi K A dance . . .
Something about a defense plant and a war, yoa
know . . . Those three well known campus feminine
smoothies sneaking into the Capitol the other night,
with one male escort, only to be greeted by six or
eight other Bowling Greenites when the lights west
on . . . Just one of life's embarrassing momenta . . .
More automobiles than we thought were left on the
"Sprig is cub; oh, sprig: is cub" . . . and with it,
face of the earth last Saturday when the district
March edition of our faithful "code in the doze!" But why, tournament was being played . . . Those two high
(it says here) should we allow such a trifle as this to dim the
school cheer leaders who jitterbugged at the Neat
gleam of antoicipation that the first day of spring always to a male gallery of "mouth gapers" . , .
puts into our winter-weary eyes? So, instead of bowing to ITS HIS OPINION
Mr. Huffman definitely thinks that those Navy classthe inevitable, we hereby make the supreme effort to gather
es are for the birds ... He says, and we quote, "They
our wits—as many of them as can
be located—about us, and settle the cemetery are lovely (we'va have 50 minute recitation perioda and ten minute
back to contemplate our remaining heard)—ui poor fools who some- drills, one class walks out one door and the second
seventy-nine days of habitation at how just missed that Dean's List, class walks in the other door, and if you look out of
wishing like mad that we had had the window for five minutes, you lose a semester of
Bee Gee.
For the old-timers about the the fore-sight to save those prealgebra" . . . we'll see the Admiral about it in the
cious cuts for the balmy days
campus, the following bits will
morning . . .
ahead.
come
under the heading
of
And that's really only part of it, AND IN PARTING
"Reminiscences," or "You Ain't
Remember, the best tunes of all go to Kohl Hall . . .
Tellin' Me Nuttin'," but, on the kids, so this soupy dritsle et si
other hand, they may serve to can't last forever, cause, after all,
"things are lookin' up!"
pique the lively freshman curiosity.

Thoughts Of Springs Past, OrDon't Use Those Cuts Now!

First off, we discover that any
reflection on the subject of spring
is practically "nil" without a few
well-chosen words concerning the
interesting (conservatively speaking) subject of "young man's
fancy."
This year, for obvious
reasons, the usual pattern of hean'-she will be a bit different, and
most dates will be promoted via
the cver-lovin" U.S. Mail I
But outside of this, everything
seems just about the same for the
coming two and one-half months, so
let's look it over:
On top, there's always the quarry, better known as the reason why
we find the "libe" practically deserted on eighty degree afternoons
(and mornings)—tho relief of
bright
cotton
skirts,
"baby"
blouses, slacks and sport shirts
after seven months of scratchy
wool and cleaning bills—strawberry shortcake with whipped
cream (if that ain't rationed too)
—tables out on the veranda
(classy, huh?) of the Nest; people
entering and exiting from that establishment by way of the open
windows—potential Don Budges
waiting hopefully for hours to grab
an empty court, an eo-on far into
the night!—and, may we mention
in passing, the dandilions over in

• Atthe Cinema

"Arabian Nights"
Bring Magic
To Cla-Zel Screen
"Random
Harvest," starring
Greer Garson and Ronald Coleman, completes a five-day-run at
the Cla-Zel Theatre tomorrow.
Friday's double bill features Jack
Benny in a new comedy, "The
Meaneit Man in the World." The
story of Jugoslavia's fighting guerillas "The Chetniks" will be shown
as the other half of the double
feature Friday and Saturday.
Hollywood magic reaches lofty
new heights in "Arabian Nights"
which opens Sunday at the ClaZel Theatre.
The picture stars
Jon Hall, Maria Montex and Sabu.
The story, dealing with the romantic adventures of Sheraxode,
exotic dancer of Bagdad, moves
swiftly against the vivid background of the Orient. Described
as a gleaming panorama of desert
warfare and slave conquest, the
plot highlights the rivalry of two
princely brothers over the affection of the dancer.

Mrs. Wilson Compton Will
Address All-Woman Assembly
Mrs. Wilson Compton of Washington, D. C, will address
an all-woman assembly at the University at 11 a.m. Tuesday.
Mrs. Compton, who delivers numerous talks in connection with her work in the Nation's Capital, manages a 1200acre farm in addition to serving as chairman of the advisory
committee of the largest USO unit in the country, a member
of the budget committee for the
Washington War Chest, and treasurer of the Washington group of
the American Association of University Women.
She is a former province president and Washington alumnae
president of Pi Beta Phi, national
social fraternity for women.
Her husband ia Dr. Wilson
Compton, economist and aeeretarymanager of the National Lumber
Manufacturers' Association. One
of his brothers, Karl, is president
of Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Another is the internationally famous University of Chicago physicist, Dr. Arthur H.
Compton.
Mrs. Compton's mother, Mrs. N.
R. Harrington of Bowling Green,
is a prominent writer. The address, the first local one Mrs.
Compton has made since she spoke
last October at an open meeting of
the Woman's Club, will permit
them to have a week-end visit together.
Dr. and Mrs. Compton have two

sons and two daughters. Both Dr.
and Mrs. Compton attended the
College of Wooster. "Were you
on the Dean's List?" the latter
once was asked.
"No, but I married the dean's
son," she replied.
On her Virginia farm bordering the Potomac River, 20 miles
from Washington, Mrs. Compton
has cattle, pigs, horses, chickens,
and vegetables.
At
the
YMCA
penthouse
in Washington, she gave the
"commencement" speech to SO
young women trained there to be
USO managers.
Mrs. Compton
waa guest of honor—"but I don't
know why"—at a recent Panhellenic banquet in Washington.
Vice President and Mrs. Henry
Wallace are among Dr. and Mrs.
Compton's best friends.
Mr.
Wallace has been a guest at the
Harrington home here.
Dean Wilder and the WSGA
Executive Board arranged for the
assembly talk.

uncensored
BOB WHITMAN

Seaman Second Class RONALD W. EMMITT, x'44.
who left Bowling Green State University laat Christmas, during his sophomore year, returned March lt
to the U.S. Naval Training Station at Great Lakes,
111., after a furlough.
"At Great Lakes I've had the best 10 weeks of my
life," he remarked.
He is in the hospital corps and has been company
reporter.
Pvt. ELMER C. BROWN, x'43, wishes his friends
to know that he is in good health and would enjoy
hearing from them. Elmer can be reached by writing
to, Group 4 Regulation Station, Camp Hatheway,
Vancouver, Washington.
Sgt. W. R. HARRIS, x'44, who learned to fly airplanes in the Civilian Pilot Training program at
Bowling Green State University, regrets that he has
not been able to master chopsticks.
"Guess I won't be able to show you how to use
chopsticks. I have tried a number of times at Chinese
banquets but can never master the art," he wrote
Major J. K. Raney, who has charge of pilot training
at the University.
"My job in the Army here in China is keeping flying motors in the air. Recently it took me four days
to straighten out a hydraulic system. Sometimes we
lack parts or equipment. We rebuild parts sometimes. A few Chinese mechanics are experts in some
lines. I've decided to make a career out of this work.
"Sounds like you are really gowing to town back
there turning out aces for us. I had always hoped to
see Bowling Green get an airport. You can save
me a corner of the old hangar."
Sgt Harris commented that winter weather where
he is in China is similar to Ohio weather in late November, "but it's a damp cold since there are so many
rice paddies about."
Pvt. B. T. EBERT, x'44, now has the following
address: T.D., A.A.F.T.T.C, Flight D 2, Squad 2.
Curtis Hall, Denison University, Granville, Ohio.
"A German bombing raid over London is like a
high-powered old-fashioned Fourth of July celebration," Sgt. C. R (DICK) FRUTH told Bowling Green
faculty members and students during a campus visit
last week.
Sgt. Fruth, a 1941 graduate of Bowling Green and
a Fostoria resident, has returned after 10 months ia
England. He will go Thursday to Edgewood Arsenal, Md., for officer training.
"When we docked recently in New York, that city
was having a dim-out. We Americans were disappointed there were no lights, but the Britons aboard
considered Manhattan a 'warden's nightmare.'
"Of course London is blacked out every night
Street lights and automobile lights are very dim.
You can carry a flashlight if you keep the beam
pointed down," the soldier related.
"The English are very hospitable. We have many
opportunities to meet and know the English. With
the exception of fresh fruits, Army food, much better than the British civilians had, came from the
United States."
Sgt Fruth was "very favorably impressed" with
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, whom be met at the English
Speaking Union during her visit to London.
Pvt WAYNE H. BLOKER, x'48, is now stationed
at Plat. 144, Recruit Depot, Marrine Barracks, Parris
Island, South Carolina.

Week-end Honors Shared
By Echelberger And Gail

-Elected President-

BY JO TEUE
Next Thursday and Friday nights it gives with Dick
Gail and Jo Lee Echelberger sharing the lime doing "Guest In
The House," the much-looked-forward-to stage production.
It'a to be at 8:15 p.m. in the University auditorium and promises to be quite the hit.
Thursday afternoon the Delhi boys, soon to be Alpha Tau
Omegas are giving the Alpha Xi
and
one
sophomore.
Delta pledges a bleak with a tea juniors,
dance in the Recreation Hall. Those appointed are: Rita Fender,
Peggy
Curtiss,
Joan
Fulton,
Laat year this custom was started,
and it's continued all through this Marilyn Smith, Ardene Gottfried,
year. Just another evidence that and Joan Baumgartner.
A service flag, made by the
the age of chivalry is not yet
dead. Anyhow, it's to be from members of the sorority, was pre4 to 5:30 p.m., and we'll bet it'll sented to the University at the
Skol assembly program last Fribe a very special affair.
We thought we might add a day morning.
word about the bridge tournament, which is now being played
off in the individual dormitories
and houses every Saturday afternoon from 1 to 2 p.m. The winning couple from each house will
then compete, and the couple
with the highest final score will
be awarded the prlie.

Sororities
ALPHA XI DELTA
The Alpha Xi Delta alumnae
from town took in three new
pledge* at a pledge ceremony last
FViday night They were: Donna
Davis, Mary Lois Jackson, and
Hartha Parks.
Under the supervision of Mrs.
Jeaaw J. Currier the pledges are
continuing their bi-weekly pledge
meetings.

PHJtATRA
Phratra met in the Women's
Lounge Tuesday, March 16, and
discussed the Shamrock Shuffle.
Poasibilitics of moving into the
Shatiel Annex nest year were
discussed.

THREE KAY
The Three Kay Pounders' Day
luncheon was held Friday, March
13. Twenty alumnae returned for
the luncheon.
Second semester pledges are:
Uabelle Harboner, Nellie Cowan,
Marian McGuinn, Wilma Granger,
Martha Roberts, Marjorie Fordyee, and Dorothy Main.

SKOL
Three new pledges were recently informally introduced by the
Skol sorority. The second semester group includes Annabelle
Bordner, Dorothy Hall, and Virginia McConnell.
Joan Fulton was named scholarship chairman of the organization
at the group's last meeting.
President Joan Norsworthy appointed an executive council for
the remainder of the year. This
council, composed of six girls, is
represented by three seniors, two

Fraternities
DELHI
First and second degrees were
administered to the podges over
the week end. The degrees started Friday afternoon and were
completed Sunday noon when the
pledges and brothers attended the
United Brethren Church in a
body. A house party was held
Saturday night.
Robert Bertsch and Pledge Will
Lytlc have recovered from their
brief confinement in the infirmary.
Alumni Art Shandly, Tom Tabler, and Boyd Brubaugh made
brief stays at the house last week.

FIVE BROTHERS
The pledges took their first degree Thursday night.
Wayne Rudy won the annual
house ping-pong tournament.
Harold Hagemeyer visited the
house this week. He is stationed
at Camp Campbell, Kentucky.
George Burkholder has left school
to join the meteorology division
at the University of North Caroina.

PI KAPPA ALPHA
Delta Beta chapter meetings have
been changed from 7:16 to 10 p.m.
Appointed to arrange the Pi
Kappa Alpha Mother's Day celebration is Burr Schumaker, Nathan
Keel, Bob Speck, Walter McConnel
and chairman Bill Kerruish.
Appointed as rush chairman for
the next semester is Phil Miles.
Commoners' alumni to be initiated in Pi Kappa Alpha in the near
future include: John Davidson,
Professor
Huffman
and Gene
Eckel.

Dr. H.r.cK.I Litherland, director of student teaching, has been
elected president of the Ohio Association of Supervisors of Student Teachers.
Miss Marvaleae Day, principal
of Ridge Street School, Is the aew
secretary.
Dr. Litherland and three other
educators recently completed at
three-day survey of Crestline
schools at the request of the superintendent there.

Janet Hart Elected
To Head Emerson
Literary Society
Emerson Literary Society has
elected its officers for second semester. They are: president, Janet
Hart; vice president, Virginia Wilson; secretary, Margaret Vesey;
treasurer, Evelyn Leach.
The
sponsor is Professor John Schwarx.
The purposes of this society are
to teach the correct use of parliamentary procedure, to develop
poise and balance in speaking, and
to learn to speak favorably before
a group.
Regular meetings are held on the
first and third Mondays of each
month.
The
meeting
begins
promptly at 7 and adjourns at
8 p.m.
Membership in Emerson is open
to anyone on the campus. At the
last meeting a mock legislature
was held. Over 100 students were
present.
The next meeting of
Emerson is Monday, April 6th.
Watch the Well bulletin board for
further announcement.

IN THE RANGERS
they say:

Newberry's

"CAT CRAWLn
for an advance hugging the ground

LAPEL PINS
WOODEN BEADS
SERVICE PINS
SEE OUR SELECTION

BUSHMASTERS
for Rangers trained in the Caribbean
area for tropic jungle-fighting
<i

MINSTREL SHOW'
for an attack at night with
faces blacked up

Cook's Corner
Newstand

"CAMEL"

Candy - Peanuts
Cigars - Cigarettes
Papers

for the Army man's favorite
cigarette

fmsrm THE SERWCE
FOR THE BEST IN
A MEAL

^
~

The favorite cigarette with men in the
A rmy, Navy, Marines, and Coast Guard it
Camel. (Based on actual sales records in
Pott Exchanges and Canteens.)

i
~

D&M
Restaurant

The T-Zone
This coupon plus 3Sc mro•sate* with as. ord.r .ill
cUaa and ur... a pair of
trousers, a pUi. skirt, or
sweater.
NO DELIVERIES

Home Laundry
& Dependable
Cleaners
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•—where cigarettes are
judged
The "T-ZONE"-Taste and Throat
— it the proving ground for cigarettes. Only your taste and throat can decide which
cigarette tastes best to you...and how it affects your
throat. For your taste and throat are absolutely individual to you. Based on the experience of millions
of smokers, we believe Camels will suit your
"T-ZONI" to a "T." Prove it for yourself!

Bellevue Pupils
Examined Here
A group of sixteen students from
Bellevue Public Schools was examined In a clinic held in the
Laboratory Training School Thursday, March 18. Grade range of
the students was first to sixth,
with ages ranging from six to thirteen years.
The clinic was directed by W. C.
Hoppes of the Training School
staff. Dr. Maurice Newburger psychologist with the Bureau of
Juvenile Research, conducted psychological examinations of the students. H. C. Witherington made
ophthalmagraph recordings of the
reading activities of each of the
children. Miss Charlotte M. Skene,
director of the University Speech
Clinic also examined each child.
Recommendations were made to
teachers and parents of the children as well as to the children
themselves regarding treatment
and correction of defects. Effort
was made to find causes of defects
as well as presence of defects.
Stress was made to those associated with the child to remove environmental causes as much as possible.
The group was led from Bellevue by R. F. Weible, principal of
Pike School. Accompanying teachers were Virginia Herriff, Grace
Kaiser, Mildred Wagner, and Margaret Zechman of Pike, McKim,
and Ellis buildings in Bellevue.

Dean To Go
To Convention
Dean J. R. Overman of the College of Liberal Arts will attend
the convention of the North Central Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools which will be
held in Chicago Thursday and Friday, March 26 and 26.
This
year's meeting has been cut to
two days instead of the usual week.
The Association meets each year
to discuss problems facing colleges
and universities. Discussions this
year will deal with problems arising from the present world crisis.

Remember These
Do's And Don'ts
By RALPH KLEIN
Spring is cub I
(Plagiarising
Miss Dalton in her current feature!) And with spring, besides
having increased palpitations of
the cardiac muscle, we have formal dances. And with foraisl dances we have certain social formalities which it is well to be acquainted with.
In laat week's article I mentioned that courageous group of individuals known as chaperons. It
should be the duty of every person coming to the dunce to see
thst the chaperons have been taken care of as far as introductions,
conversation, and refreshments.
They should also be notified well in
advance that they have been chosen and whether or not the dance is
formal or otherwise.
Whenever you send an invitation with RSVP be sure that you
include your address so that your
would-be guest will know whom to
contact.
Don't laugh, as this
necessity was forgotten by an organisation on this campus. Another organisation sent formal invitations for an informal dance.
As a result a chaperon came attired in formal clothes only to find to
his dismay that the dance was informal.
There is much more concerning
this subject thst could be said,
but why don't you take it upon
yourself to investigate? It really
is painless, and it will save many
embarrassing moments.

"GIANT"
Hamburger* hit the
spot
South Main Street

Moseley To Talk
At Ann Arbor
Prof. Edwin L. Moseley is scheduled to give a SO-minute talk on
"Prospects for Insufficient Rain
1943 to 1947" before the botany
section of the Michigan Academy
of Science, Arts, and Letters at
9 a.m. Saturday during the 48th
annual meeting in Ann Arbor.
Member F.d.r.l
Reserve System

Bank of
Wood County
Federal Deposit
Is

Milk and Milk
Product* of Superior
Quality

Model Dairy

Gifts for the
service men
Money Belts
Zipper Cases
Buddy Books
Stationery
Identification
Bracelets
SEE OUR GIFTS
FOR SERVICE
MEN

KLEVER'S
Jewelry Store
121 N. Main Street
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Scots Lose As Middle Point,
Lima Central Go To State
"All good things come to an end," and that old saying
certainly proved true to the Webster Scots Saturday afternoon in the Northwestern Ohio Regional basketball tournament
For the Scots broke their winning streak of 22 games
and Anally managed to end the game by the close margin of
38 to 40 against Middlepoint.
and ended the game with a foul
For the Scots it looked like one shot, giving Lima a 38 to 36 edge.
of their off-days—at leaat they
For the first feature game of
played like it. Only during the
Aral and fourth quarters did the the evening Middlepoint was pitted
Scots show any of the stuff that against Wharton for the first
made them and their coach, Mike game. Playing evenly during the
Kiah, well known to basketball first quarter both teams fell into
a slump during the second quarter
fans this year.
with Middlepoint getting no points
Despite their inability to hit the and Wharton getting only two foul
bucket with any degree of success Bhots.
during the first quarter, the Scots
Stepping up the pace during the
succeeded in tying the score at the
end of the first quarter with eight third and fourth quarters, the playpoints. However, during the sec- ing was fairly even with Wharton
ond quarter they scored only one coming out on the short end 40
bucket and that during the last to 44 with the final whistle.
The final game of the evening
minute.
matched Lima Central against Port
During the third quarter the Clinton. Lima outplayed Clinton
Scots gradually raised the score time was the score close. Scoring
but were still behind 19 to 31 at the during every quarter and at no
end of the third quarter.
27 points to Clinton's 21 during
As Dunipaee entered the game the second half the final tally
during the last two minutes of gave Lima an 11 point udvantage
play, the team took added life and —10 to 29.
struck the bucket repeatedly. If
they would have played during the
entire game like they did during
the last two minutes the game
would have been a cinch.
Pcttisville and Wharton looked
All degree students in the Collike two evenly matched teams
from their appearance, but their lege of Education and all three
playing didn't show it. Wharton year elementary students in the
continually outplayed Pettisville College of Education are to report
except in the third quarter where to Room 201A at 3:30 p.m., ThursPettisville made 14 points against day, April 1, according to RegisWharton's 6. The final score gave trar John W. Bunn.
The purpose of this meeting is
Wharton 36 points to Pettisville's
to fill out formal applicotions for
80.
teaching
certificates. Students are
Perhaps the biggest upset of the
day took place when Port Clinton asked to bring pen and ink and
grabbed the honors from Defiance one dollar ($1) in cash or check
with a 41 to 43 count The fact made out to H. J. Bowers, State
that only three points were made Department of Education, for certification fees. This does not induring the first four minutes indicates how evenly matched the two clude two year students or students
who expect to get certificates in the
teams were, D. Brough of Clinton
summer.
plsyed inspired ball and walked
off with 16 points to his credit.
Any student unable to attend this
With only one minute to play-the meeting Is asked to see Miss Secor
score stood at 36 to 39 with the
in the Registrar's Office at once.
buckets dropping in swiftly for
both teams. The final count however, gave Port Clinton a two
point advantage.
One of the closest games of the
day was played between WoodGirls wishing camp position for
ward and Lima Central. Although
evenly matched, Woodward was this summer, please contact Miss
Eppler at once to fill oat applicaoutplayed during the first half,
tion blanks.
the score stood at 35 points apiece.
With only two minutes to play,
All types of counselors are wantMaisch of Lima, slipped one in
ed at Camp Walbridge, Toledo
with only 43 seconds of play left
YWCA camp.

Education Students
To Meet April 1

Camp Positions
Open For Girls

FRI-SAT
MJ»CKBENNV

A Giant 2-Hit Program
BENNY'S
BEST!

PRISCILLA LANE ^

wus

OKI «tf -.jftW*"

Pn»P0«H SYSTEM

Opportunity Club Meets Friday Only $415

SUM

MOM

BAGDAD'S Vfu*?
EXCITEMENT...

TUES

•
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— Track Mentor —

High School
Squads Battle
For State Crown

Placing an urgent call for all experienced trackmen to
report for daily practice, Coach Robert Whittaker ushered
his Falcon track proteges into their fourth week of indoor
workouts.
Faced with a cancellation of all indoor meets, the scheduling of spring meets is becoming more a problem for Inter - collegiate Athletic Director Falcon victories will be dependent

By GENE JORDAN
With college sports on a temporary vacation, the eyes of the
sport world focus on the high
school csgers who battle for the
State Championship in Columbus
this Saturday. The race has narrowed down to four teams in both
Class A and B. Both Classes will
crown a new champion this year
as both the 1942 champs have fell
by the wayside. Xenia, last year's
"A" champ, was nudged out by
Martins Ferry in the Regional
tourney semi-finals. Somerset, th
"B" winner, never survived the
County Tournament.
Th. four Class A teases
that have ■urviv.d out of 2S2
teams that started th. climb
• re all owner, of impressive
records. Martin. Ferry has
a record of 24-0, they took
the championship in 1941.
Newark .port, the next beat
record with 24 wins and two
losses; th.r annexed t he
crown in 1936 and 1938.
Canton McKinlay has a 20-2
record, and Lima Central ha.
th. poorest record with 17
win. and five loaa.a, Th. last
two team, have never taken
th. championship although
Canton has mad* th. trip to
Columbus 11 tin... Martins
Ferry with the unblemished
record ia established aa th.
tournament favorite but Lima
Central ia considered a. a
posaibl. dark bora..
Tho four remaining Class B
teams, out of the 902 squads which
started the championship drive,
also
own Impressive records.
Middle Point has an unstained record of 26 straight conquests.
Yorkaville has a record of 30-6.
Waynesburg has won 26-2. Tip
City has racked up 17 wins against
three defeats. None of these four
teams has ever copped the big
cup at Columbus. Middle Point,
on the basis of records, should
have no trouble at Columbus, but
records mean nothing when the
high school lsds are battling for
the highest goal In Ohio. Middle
Point, the Northwestern Regional
champs, have only 26 boys in high
school to draw their material
from, but this year they have
compiled one of the best records
in Ohio history.
Two college student coaches had teams in th. Regional
Tournaments.
This ia noteworthy because in normal
year, th.a. tournaments have
b.en a part of th. State
Tournament*. One of th.a. coaches was tho Falcon captain, Mike Kiah, who., classy
Webster aggregation had
turned in 23 straight win. before falling to Middle Point
Saturday. The oth.r student
coach waa Joe Fortunate,
Kent Mats', football star. He
piloted the Kent State high
school team (B) through a
disastrous season, winning
only ..van out of 22 gam...
Bat his team hit their stride
at toarn.y time, and knocked
off some of the state's outstanding teama before bowing out to Waynesburg la the
Regional finale.
Mora acclaim cams to Mike Klsh
when Christen, Webster's star
guard, was named on the AP
All-Ohio Clau B team.
Toledo's red hot Rockets won
their first garden game last week
by tripping Manhattan College by
a 64-47 score. The Rockets meet
Washington and Jefferson College
Sat. night in the semi-finals. Toledo is now the favorite to take
the tournament since W-J pulled
a major upset by beating the
number one team, Creighton, by
a 43-42 count
The Toledo
youngsters played without their
big center, Jim Glass, who was
out of action with the flu. Dsve
Minor, their number one man,
played with his hand in a cast
Correction Wyndol Cray
mad* the UP All-Ohio teasa
instead of the AP teasa, as it
was stated in last week's
Mf>ar.
Anyone knowing the address of
Bill Reirr.ii—'3 parents ia requested to contact the IM office.

Lucky Strikes
Lead I-M Bowling
Lucky Strikes.
Pi K A (1)
Beta Gammas
Pi K A (2)
Five Brothers
Herman Hot Shots.
Delhi <T)
Dslhl (A)

-5
-4
-3
_2

0
1
2
8

-i

a

-2
-1
-0

8
8
6

Three Track Meets Are Set;
Whittaker Call For Men

Robert Whittaker, Falcon track
coach, ia aending th. thin clads
through daily workouts in preparation for the outdoor track
season. Whittaker, besides being
track coach, ia h.ad football
coach.
With only nine veterans returning, Coach Whittaker is depending on fr.ahman trackman to
carry the Orange and Brown to a
successful season.

Harold Anderson. To date meets
have been arranged with Miami
at Oxford April 17, and Kent State
here May 16. The highlight of the
season will come the first of May
when the local cinder paths will
find the colleges of Northwestern
Ohio placing entrants for the second consecutive year in the track
classic. The Falcons placed second
in the meet last year, running a
close score to the victorious Oberlin squad.
Returning to Coach Whittaker
are these eight lettermen: Roger
Yaple, Ralph Klein, Ralph Boroff,
Richard Lowry, Wayne Bordner,
John Criti, Claire Forrest and
John Phillips. A sad blow was
dealt the Falcon hopes !sst week
when Elmer McDonnal, Ohio Conference title holder of the cross
country and one mile runs, dropped
from school.
One member from
last year's freshmen squsd, George
McDonsld, hss reported for practice.
With these nine men the

I-M Announces Seamen
School To Open In April
The Intramural Department was informed today that
Bowling Green has been accepted as the first school in the
nation to receive a seamanship training program.
Planned to supplement the program announced last week
for me\\ in the Army, the course will be taught by the Toledo
Power Squadron and Coast Guard Auxiliary in cooperation
with the Toledo Yacht Club.
"The course is planned to aid
Beginning Monday, March 29,
men on the campus to scquire s
the second pre-induction school
knowledge of seamanship and proof rifle marksmsnship will be held
in the Women's Gym at 7 p.m.
vide them with a background of
knowledge before entering active
This course wss organized in
order to give college men a chance
service," said Gene Thomss, into learn the fundamentals of basic
tramural director.
rifle training.
A similar program was begun
The course will be given free,
last week in Toledo and already
but it will be necessary to charge
76 people including high ranking
$1.26 to cover the cost of targets
officials are now taking the course.
and ammunition.
Tentative schedules call for the
Information concerning any of
program to begin April 2.
the courses can be obtained from
Last week the Intramural DeGene Thomas or any staff mempartment announced a pre-inducber.
tion course for men interested in
Thomas emphasized that the
learning fundametal Army reguIntramural Department would be
lations and other training techthe last orgsnisation on the camniques.
pus to sponsor war programs in
This course will begin March
times of peace, "but we now
25, and will be held for 10 weeks.
feel that we are helping the stuThe first meeting will be held In
dents tremendously in giving
the Men's Gym at 7 p.m.
them an opportunity to take adThe course will be taught by
vantage of these vitally Importmembers of the American Legion
ant programs during war times,"
and will be held absolutely free.
he concluded.

upon 11 freshmen
varsity members.
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Williams Hall
Favored To Win
Girls' Tourney
VOLLEYBALL
Meeting keen competition all
along the way, Williams Hall
chalked up their fourth victory by
defeating the Las Amigas sorority
Monday night The Independents
and Shatiel Hall, both easy teams,
are the only obstacles in their way
for the big award given the wining team.
Last Thursday the Seven Sisters
politely bowed to Williams Hall to
the tune of 42-30. With Williams
only four points ahead at the half,
the trio of Malloy, Bentley, and
Earl soon remedied that.
Both
the Skol sorority snd the Skol independents won their respective
games by large margins.
The
8-Kaya defeated Shatiel Hall by a
mere seven points.
SOFTBALL
Along with the twitter of birds
and the gooey mud, we find base
ball peeking around the corner.
There will be competition among
sororities, dormitories, and independents. Let's have everyone out I
Line-ups must be in by April 1
to the following organisers: Five
Sisters, Ann Rothenberger; Williams Hall, Lois Bentley; Shatsel
Hall, Lea Garvin; 3-Kay, Jean
Churchill; Skol, Dot Hall; Las
Amigas, Mary Lanius; Seven Sisters, Lois Kocklaun; and Phratra,
Marg Craig,

WAA
The WAA annual meeting and
election of officers will be held
Wednesday, April 7 at 7:80 p.m.
In the Women's Bunlding.
SIDELIGHTS
With Mrs. James and Mrs. Harriff on the sidelines rooting heartily
for Williams Hall, they just
couldn't lose . . . Petunias to D.
Hall—we hear you marked up 20
points single-hsnded in the AllStsr game . . . Congrats to Virginia Smith for earning her WAA
sweater. She now joins the sextet
composed of Arlene Fisher, Mary
Alice Penton, Marg Ripley, Doris
Bresler, Marg Craig, and Peg Benroth ... A thousand apologies to
Miss Bentley—there was a slight
slip-up in the heading of last
week's column.
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Foul Shooting
Contest Heads
I-M Program

A<H

The first game in the softball
league will be played April 12.
With one of the most successful foul shooting contests
ever held at the university
now going full blast, the
competition is growing stiller
each week. High point m.n
to data are Jim Sullivan and
Bill Newklrk, PiKAj Bob
Dessekar and Bernard Geliaas. Beta Gamma; Jias Violand, Mel Albert.on, and
Wayne Rudy, Five Brothers.
To data Jim Violand holds
the record with 21 buckets
out of 28 attempts. All independent. are urged to
come out tonight at 7 p.m.
High scorers in the Delhi and
Kohl Hall league, were not
available at pre., time.
"Volleyball entries are coming
in very good," said Gene Thomas,
"but all entries must be in by
5 p.m., March 31.
This sport
always proves to be one of the
most popular sports offered by
the Intramural Department
Bowing schedules for next
Monday are: Lackey Strikes
n. PiKA (2) | Delhi vs. Herman Hot Shots! Five Broth.rs »s. Delhi (Th PiKA vs.
Bate Gamma Hot Skats.
The Rotary Club is scheduled
to play the faculty Friday night
if the profs don't scare them
out The word has gotten around
town that the profs aren't as bad
as many people thought
And
by tits way, teachers, plans are
under way to have two softball
teams for faculty members but
a few more men are needed to
fill out the odd spots. It is also
planned to have the faculty volleyball team enter the college
tournament.
V
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"tieecsT HIT in terpi? MATS IASY.
HAMtURGlKS AHV COKtS."
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"You probably read that in your newspaper
a while ago. That war correspondent found
how our fighting men everywhere want
Coca-Cola. It must have something special
to be the favorite of the fighting forces.
There's taste you don't find anywhere this
(id* of Coca-Cola, itself. And mere's that
welcome feel of refreshrnenf mat goes Mo
energy. Take it from me. Coke b good."
aomsB
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COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. TOLEDO. O.

